
 Attending fortnightly (every two weeks) Tuesday International CARP
talks in Europe & Middle East
 Actively reaching out to your friends and inviting them to CARP talks
and other outreach purposed  events
Attending Tuesdays meetings for members every two weeks

Anyone with the heart and desire to dedicate this time 

No previous witnessing experience is required 
No age restrictions

Dear brothers and sisters,

We are inviting you to join our EUME 40 Day Witnessing Program
Condition organised by International CARP and the Witnessing
Department in Europe and Middle East.

The purpose of this condition is to grow internally by actively
witnessing to people around us to grow the membership of our
movement.

This condition will include:
1.

2.

3.

The condition will start on 26.4. and finish on 5.6.2022. 
If you would like to join, please fill out the form here: 

Join the first call for members on the 26.4. at 20:00.
Martine Masner and Bogdan Pammer will be the speakers
zoom link: 

Find here the calendar with all future witnessing events: 

For who is this condition?

       to reach out to young people 

EUME 40 Day Witnessing Program Condition

https://bit.ly/40Day-Witnessing 

https://bit.ly/CARP-Calendar

more info on the following page

https://zoom.us/j/97322678127

https://bit.ly/40Day-Witnessing
https://bit.ly/40Day-Witnessing
https://bit.ly/CARP-Calendar
https://zoom.us/j/97322678127


Programs that will be offered during these 40 days:

International CARP talks are specifically designed so you can easily and
naturally introduce Divine Principle teachings to your guests. It consists of a
15min talk given by experienced speakers on DP related themes, followed
by a group discussion which allows you and your guests to go deeper and
share your thoughts and feelings on the topic. In the end, we have games
that also help create a horizontal connection and have fun with other
participants. Each session will be a bit different to make it an interesting
and enriching experience for you and your guests.

Every other Tuesday, the meetings are meant for members, they are here
to give you inspiration, guidance, and support on your journey of giving
spiritual rebirth to others. You will receive guidance from 
Martine Masner (Witnessing Department director), followed by an open
discussion. This is also a space for you to tell us about your guests and
propose suggestions on how to make the CARP Talks more suitable for our
guests. It is a great opportunity to share about your victories and future
goals.

The Witnessing Department and International CARP will organize a 
2 Day Divine Principle Workshop between May 13th and May 14th. The
lecturers will be young experienced members.

We also recommend as part of the condition to write down in a notebook
everyday the names of those whom you witness so you can keep track and
pray for them better.

We really hope that through this condition we can support each other in all
our efforts to share and grow our movement and ourselves.

Your International CARP in Europe & the Middle East 

Peter Nylén, Sara Tomas, Manon Masner, Yaviel and Vicky Ben Zvi, Katharina Bae, 
Aryan Rai. With the support of Martine Masner from the Witnessing Department 
and Bogdan Pammer, Vice-President of Europe and Middle East region 

EUME 40 Day Witnessing Program Condition


